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By 2050, an underground network and economy is thriving. Constructed on crypto-currencies—an open
global mesh network— Gilroy's message actually crashes through, encrypted in “ The mesh is resilient,

crypto-currencies strong. But this is proving a difficult task—Thomas7” The State, resorting to secret laws,
black-sites, and mob-style techniques, intend to remove this free network and anyone using crypto-

currencies...high-tech software program and hardware built in basements around the world stays one step
ahead. Crypto organizations, aligned in their goals, collaborating with the united alliance to build and

maintain the global mesh, non-etheless are troubled with infighting and power struggles between crypto-
currencies, crypto-currency forks, and ultra-wealthy huge crypto-holders.The Black Advantage Octalogy
follows the adventures of cypherpunks pursuing a life of privacy and independence through their mesh
networks, crypto-systems and crypto-currencies.to contact Gilroy, teenaged Sian and Russians Val and

Yak, take refuge in their boss's eerie warehouse/lab..a signal-burster— They write code, hack hardware, and
expose authoritarian deceit and brutality.the freewheeling marketplaces and innovative services are
challenging rigid State powers and their corporate cronies.more hazardous and complicated than

anticipated. The angry taskmaster knows Shanghai is definitely a death-trap, and the group (Gilroy
included) is certainly transported out by the enigmatic—outdated Dylan Thomas poetry coded with the real
directive which might save them (a method from 2039's Operation Shatter Ice in Antarctica). The already
fatigued crew is attacked by cranked-up techno-pagans also Gilroy can't constantly control, and flee to his
temporary quarters in a close by whore house.—war-hero/inventor Kawabata.and eccentric—.When Victor

Mason deploys the warbler—into their unknown future....
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